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its responsibility for fL~ed p atform safety to MMS in .... oo .... 14-eerily echoed earlier cycles 
of expanding MMS's mandate in the face of inadequate resources, stretching its capabilities 
thinner still. The practical effect of the Coast Guard and MMS's shared responsibility for 
offshore safety has been the presence of "overlaps" in jmisdiction that have required the 
renegotiation of informal i.nteragmcy agreements ever since 1989-the continuance of 
which has left MMS with "underlaps" in rcsom-ces. 1 s 

The Culture of Revenue Maximization 
\ Ihm Interior Secretaiy att moved regulatory o ersight of offshore energy exploration 
and production to a new entity that was also responsible for collecting revenue from the 

activity it regulated, he created a new agency that inexorably came to be dominated by its 
focus on maximizing that revenue. 

For at least the past 15 years, every former MMS Director has freely acknow edged that 
the royalty issues have taken most of the Director's time-at the expense of offshore 
regulato1y oversight. 16 In 1995, as the United States faced global competition for oil 
exploration and develop me 1t capital during a period of low prices, Congress enacted the 

Deep Water Royalty Relief Act. 11 It provided a suspension of royalty payments on a 
portion of new production from deepwater operations. 

But when prices and volumes increased, the sheer amow1t of money at stake-literally 
billions of dollars (MMS total onshore and offshore revenues for 2008 were S23 

billion1 8)-compelkd eve 1 greater attention, as the White House, members of Congress, 
and certainly the states each ad anced competing notions of how those sums might best 
be spent. litigation, new regulations, and legislation designed to increase one party 's 
relative share of such massi e sums have been a constant feature of managing the flow of 
royalties from onshore and offshore energy production. Such disputes have invariably been 

controversial, politically sensitive, and time-consuming for decisionmakers. 119 

Agency leadership and technical expertise. Agency personnel naturally look to agency 
eadership to signal what constitutes their primaiy mission, including the c.'\.-pertise ai1d 

expe1ience that such leaders bring with them. In the case of , those signals were 
profoundly disturbing, yet nonetheless consistent over time. o one who has led MMS 
since it was created almost 30 years ago has possessed significant training or experience in 

peh·oleum enginee1ing or petroleum geology, or any sig lificant technical orpertise related 
to drilling safety. 

In the absence of a clear statement from the top about the necessity for such e;,qm-tise to 
ensw·e dlilling safety, it should be no surprise that personnel have suffered from 

the loss of essential o..-pertise throughout their ranks. Indeed, the lack of requisite training 
is abysmal. According to a recent smvey conducted at the request of the Secretaiy of 
the Interim~ "(aJhnost half of the [MMSJ inspectors surveyed do not believe they have 

recd ed sufficie 1t h·ai.ning." MMS, unlike Interior's Bw-eau of La.11d Management (v'\ hi.ch 

• ~ wi, "n ln · in 1,SS 
'Ofpcymcrn:: c:ud, 

141 'mucih 
• Gcm,n-mcn • ,o 8e Oc! . 
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inspects onshore oil and gas drilling operations), has no "oil and gas inspection certification 

program." and no cxain "is required of each inspector in order to be certified." "does 
not provide formal training specific to the inspections process, and does not keep up with 
changing technology. Some inspectors noted that they rely on industry represmtativcs to 

explain the technology at a facility. " :.o 

The Macondo well blowout makes all too c ear the cost of such a departure from the 
standards of excellence that the nation CA-pccts from its public servants . As described in 
Chapter 4, the MMS personnel responsible for reviewing the permit applications submitted 

to MMS for the Macondo well were neither required nor prepared to evaluate the aspects 
of that drilling operation that were in fact critical to ensuring well safety. The regulations 

did not mandate that MMS regulators inquire into the specifics of "rupture disks," "long 
shing" well designs, cementing process, the use of centralizers, lockdown sleeves, or the 
temponuy abandomnent procedures (sec Chapter 4). And, no doubt for that same reason, 

the MMS persom1el responsible for deciding whether the necessary drilli.ng permits were 
granted lacked the o...-pertisc that would have been necessary in any event to determine the 

relative safety of the well based on any of these factors .* 

Agency integrity and pockets of corrnption. The preoccupation with revenues did not 

merely divert leaders' attention from drilling safety. It also allowed the ethical culture 
to degenerate in a few isolated offices, leading to sniot s charges of abuse of government 

authority and even charges of criminal misconduct by a few individuals. This conduct was 
far remo ed. from the daily work of almost all those agency pcrsonne who performed 
regulatory oversight of offshore drilling. But the conduct of a few working elsewhere in 

the agency wlfairly cast a cloud over the agency as a whole, especially in the immediate 
aftermath of the acondo well blowout, providing a ready reminder of the critical 

impo1tance of public trust in the management of the nation's resources. 

The most noto1ious ex.ample arose from the "royalty in kind" program, based in De 1ver, 

Colorado. Under the program, MMS exercised its option to accept royalty payments "in 
kind" rather than in cash. A September ..... 008 Inspector General' s report implicated more 

than a dozen employees in the Denver royalty-in-kind office in unethical and criminal 
conduct.1- 1 Those MMS staff had also socialized with, and received a wide array of gifts 

from, companies with whom they were conducting business . The Inspector General 
further acknowledged that although "99 . 9 percent of [Interior) employees are hard

working, ethical, and well-intentioned[, ] . . . the conduct of a few has cast a shadow on an 

e 1tire bw·eau." 1--

or was unethical conduct limited to MMS's revenue collections. It CA-tended to some of 
those who worked on o ersecing offshore oil and gas activities in the Gulf of Mexico. 
An Inspector General' s in estigation in ..... 010 revealed that prior to 007, "a culture of 

indu:::,y n:o of l,cir 
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accepting gifts from oil and gas companies was prevalent throughout the Lake 
Charles[, Louisiana! office." "[Al nwnbcr of MMS employees at th[at] dishict office 
admitted to attending sporting events p1ior to 2007 in which oil and gas production 
companies sponsored teams, as well as receiving lunches and accepting gifts." The 
i.nvestigatio 1 fow1d that one employee had cond cted inspections on a company's oil 
platforms while in the process of negotiating (and later accepting employment) with 
the company. :-a Here again, the actions of a few damaged the reputation of the agency 
as a whole, and demoralized the vast majority of MMS employees who avoided such 
conflicts. 124 In January .... 009, only days after ta.king office, Secretaiy Salazar met with 

employees and announced an ethics reform initiative in response to the problems 
identified at and elsewhere in the age 1cy. 1: 5 

Mismanagement and Misdirection 
Perhaps because of the cwnulativc lack of adequate resources, absence of a sustained 
agency mission, or sheer erosion of professional culture within some offices, 
ca.me progressively to suffer from serious deficiencies of orgailizat:ion and management: 
the fundamental fra.its of any effective institution. According to the Outer Continental 

Shelf Safety oversight Boai·d, MMS lacks "a formal, bureau-wide compilation of rules, 
regulations, policies, or practices pertinent to inspections, nor does it have a comprehensive 
handbook addressing inspector roles and responsibilities." As a result, the Board cone uded, 
"policies and enforcement mechanisms vaiy among the [Gulf of Mexico] dishicts and 
the regions, ai1d there is no formal process to promote standardiza.tio 1, consistency, and 
operational cfficiency." 1- 6 

The Safety oversight Boai·d singled out ' s handling of inspections for pointed 
c1itici.sm. For example, management promoted inspections by single inspectors in order 
to increase the total number of inspcctio is, even though "most inspectors interviewed 

said that two-person teams would increase efficiencies, eliminate reliance o 1 an operator 
representative for observations on safety tests, improve the thoroughness of the inspection, 
and reduce the ability of operators to successfully pressure an inspector not to issue [a 

citation)." The Board's interviews revealed "staff concerns regarding a perceived emphasis 
on the quantity rather than quality of inspcction." 1- 7 

The agency 's management shortcomings were underscored, and compounded, by lack of 

communication and inconsistencies among its three regional offices for the Gulf of Mexico, 
the Pacific, and Alaska. The directors of each regional office naturally adapted practices 
to best suit the specific chai·acteristics and 1eeds of the region. But by acting in parallel 

fashion, with little coordination in decisionmaking and resource allocation, program 
implementation, regulatory interpretation, and •enforcement policies became inconsistent, 

rmdennining the integ1ity of MMS's work. -8 For example, the Safety oversight Board 
found that "the Pacific Region employs 5 inspectors to inspect .... 3 production facilities~ 
ratio of 1 inspector for every 5 facilities. By contrast, the [Gulf of exico Region! employs 

55 inspectors to inspect about 3,000 facilities-a ratio of 1 inspector fore cry 54 
facilities ." 1

-
9 
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llltimatdy, MMS was unable to ensure that its staffing capabilities and competencies kept 
pace with the changing risks and volume of offshore activity. As the Safety Oversight 
Board concluded, the Gulf of Mexico "dishict offices did 1ot have a sufficient number of 
e 1gineers to efficiently and effectively conduct permit rcviews." 13 As the Chief of the U.S. 
Geological Survcy's Conservation Division had warned nearly 30 years earlier, 131 salaries
for engineers stuck in the midranges of the federal pay scale-were far too low to attract 
individuals possessing the cxperie 1ce and expertise 1eeded to o crsee the increasingly 
complicated oil and gas drilling activities in the deepwater Gulf. 132 At the most e ementaiy 
le el, MMS freque 1t y lac ·ed defined qualifications that new employees must meet before 
they staii performing their jobs, or clear procedures for on-the-job training. The Board 
repo1i further obseived that the "ainount of time and the sh-ucturc of this training vaiy 

from office to office ai1d from inspector to inspector," and it concluded that the on-the-job 
training "does not address the need for substai1tive, consistent h-aining in all aspects of the 
job_,, 1aa 

An Environment Unfavorable to Responsible Drilling 

Erosion of Environmental-Protection Safeguards in the Gulf of Mexico 
Even as oversight of drilling safety became less effective while the indushy pursued more 

demanding deepwater plays in the Gulf of Mexico, environmental safeguards eroded, 
too-putting the rich natural resources of the Gulf waters a11d the swTotmding coasts at 
increasing 1isk. 

The legislative promise. The 19 78 Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act Amendments 

promised full consideration of concenis for environmental protection. The Act provides 
that "[m]ai1ageme 1t of the outer Conti.ne ital Shelf shall be conducted in a maimer which 
considers economic, social, a11d environmental values of the renewable ai1d nonrenewable 

resotrrees co 1tainod in the outer Continental Shelf, ai1d the potential impact of oil ai1d 
gas exploration on other resource val es of the outer Continental Shelf and the marine, 
coastal, a11d human environments." 134 It further requires that the timing and ocation 
of D1.-ploration, development, a11d production of oil ai1d gas take environmental factors 
into consideration, including: existing ecological characteiistics; an equitable sharing 
of development benefits and environmental risks among the regio1is; the relative 
e 1virorunental sensitivity and marine prod ctivity of ai-cas; and rclevai1t environmental 

ai1d predicti e infonnation. 35 Based on ai1 evaluation of these and other factors, the Act 
directsthe Secretaiy of the Interior to select the "timing a11d location of leasing, to the 
ma-...:imum o..-tent practicable, so as to obtain a proper balai1ce between the potential for 

envirorunental damage, the potential for the discovery of oil and gas, and the potential for 
adverse impact on the coastal zone." 136 

A host of other laws, many e 1acted by Congress d ring the 1970s surge of mviromnental 
legislation, buttress these promised priorities. Of particular rdcvai1ce to oil and gas easing 

on the o tcr continental shelf is the ational Environme ital Policy Act requirement that 
federal agencies prepare environmental in1pact statements for all major federal actio11S 
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significantly affecting the hmnan environment. 3 Those detailed statements must include 
10t only discussion of the immediate adverse impacts on the narural environment that 
might result from the federal actio 1, but also the "socio-economic" effects of those 
impacts. 38 The Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and anagement Act requires 
agencies to analyze the potentially adverse impacts of oil and gas activities on fish habitat 
and populations, and provide conservation measw-cs to mitigate those impacts.139 The 

Endangered Species Act requires federal agencies to determine the potential ad crse impact 
of oil and gas activities on endangered and threatened species, limits activities that harm 
individual members of such species, and bars altogether activities that place such species 
in jeopardy. 140 The Marine Mammal Protection Act imposes limits on activities that 
injure or even harass marine mammals. 4 The ational aiine Sanctuaiies Act requires 

consultations to guard against harm to marine sanctuaxy resources from oil and gas 
easing activities. 14 - The federal Clean Water Act imposes permitting requirements on any 

dischax·ge of pollutants into navigable waters from such activities .143 And, the Oil Iollution 
Act of 1990, 4-l supplemented by a Presidential Executive Order, 45 imposes a panoply of 
oil-spill plaxming, preparedness, and response requirements on fixed and floating facilities 

engaged in oil and gas exploration, development, and production on the outer continental 
shelf. 

Promise vs. practice. But some of these appai·cnt statutory promises dim upon closer 
examination. The Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act routinely requires consideration of 

environmental protection concerns in leasing location and tinting- but ultimately gives 
the Secrctaxy of the I.nte1ior tremendous discretion in deciding what weight to give those 
concerns. 146 The balax1ce ultimately struck depends largely on the politics of the moment. 
The Secretaiy cai1 assign significant weight to environmental protection concerns-or not. 

And in fact, parts of the 1978 Act arguably stac · the deck against full consideration of 
environmental co 1ce1ns. For instance, the law provides that the Secretaiy must approve 

a lessee's exploration plan within 30 days of submission. 147 If environmental review is to 
occur after plai1 subntission, that timetable effectively precludes the kind of exacting review 
1ecessaxy toe 1sw-e that the Act's environmental safeguai·ds can be achieved. It would, in 

effect, be a statement by Congress that the rush to energy exploration is too importai1t to 
be delayed. 

The Act also expressly singles out the Gulf of Mexico for less rigorous environmental 
oversight under NEPA As a result of political compromise with oil and gas interests, the 

Act exempts lessees from submitting development and production plans (which include 
environmental safeguards) for agency approval. Accordingly, Gulf leases, unlike those 
applicable to other offshore ax-cas, are not subject to the requirement of at least om NEPA 
environmental impact statement for development plans for a particular geographic area. 148 

one of the other statutes includes such a stax·k exception, but their effects still are more 
limited than it might at first seem. For instax1ce, both the Endangered Species Act and the 

• A::~c 
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dean ater Act impose tough substantive limits on activities. But each has only a narrow, 
discrete focus and statutory higger: threats to endangered or threatened species or their 
critical habitat under the Endangered Species Act or, under the dean Water Act, only the 
incidental aspects of oil and gas activities that discharge pollutants into navigable waters 
(unless, of course there is an oil spill). 

either the Magnuson-Stevens Act nor the Marine Sanctuaries law imposes any 
mandatory substantive limitation on oil and gas activities offshore. Each instead authorizes 
the ati.onal Oceanic and Ahnospheric Administration ( OAA.) to make recommendations 
to MMS about possible ad erse environmental impacts (to fish habitat and marine 
sanctuaries) and approp1iatc conservation measures. Congress clearly assigned OAA. 

this cenh·al role because it is the federal agency most expeit on ocean science and has 
a clear mission to serve as the steward safeg arding the nation's ocean resources. But, 
notwithstanding that assignment, neither law provides any corresponding obligation on 

the part of MMS to heed OAA's advice. MMS can, and has, on occasion gi en little or 10 
weight to OAA's views; according to OAA. officials, that causes some a.AA scientists to 

a.-pend fewer resources on generating such views. 

As a result, although the vaiious aws create the potential for comprehensive 

e 1vironmental protection in oil and gas drilling on the outer continental shelf, neither 
alone nor in combination do any of the laws come close to t71.Suring a reaso iab e level of 

overall e 1vironmental protection applicable to all aspects of oil and gas activities on the 
outer co 1tinental shelf. \t\Jhether they have achieved their statuto1y objecti es has therefore 
historically depended instead entirely o 1 the discrctionaiy determinations of officials . 

Limiting NEPA The Department of the Inteiior and MMS also took a series of steps that 
further limited the potential for NEPA to ensure go crnmmt decisions were based on 
full consideration of their environmental consequences. Erosio 1 of EPA's application 

to offshore oil ai1d gas activities began, as noted, when Congress exempted a catego1y 
of casing activities in the Gulf of ocico from NEPA n.-vicw. The Interior Department, 
howcvc1~ subsequently took that legislative exemption and willaterally o..-panded its scope 

beyond those original legislative terms. 

Altho gh the 1978 Act exempted only the Intciior Depaitmcnt's review of a lessee's 
"development and production plan" from the environmental impact statement process, 
Interior willatcrally o..-tended that exemption. In Januaiy 1981, the Department 

promulgated final rules declaring that eA-ploration plans in the central ai1d westem 
Gulf of Mexico were "categorically excluded" from NEPA review. At that same time, 

the Dcparhnent also categorically cxc uded from NE.PA review applications to drill wells 
(for exploration or subsequent development ai1d production of oil and gas) "when said 
well ai1d appropriate mitigation measures ai'C described in an approved exploration plan, 

deve opment plan, or production plan." "0 In 1986, scaled back the categorical 
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BP Thunder Horse Platform 

BP's mighty Thunder Horse platform was out-muscled by Hurricane Dennis in 2005 as it was being readied for service. Evacuated crews 
returned to find the semi-submersible production facility listing badly. After repairs and thorough analysis, additional problems were 
discovered that put the platform further behind schedule. For BP it was worth the wait: By 2009 Thunder Horse was producing a whopping 
quarter-million barrels a day. 

Getty lmages/ U. S. Coast Guard photo/PA3 Robert M. Reed/digital version by Science Faction 
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exclusion to accow1t for the possibility that NEPA review would be needed for these 

activities in certain narrowly defined "cAiraordiruuy circumstances." EA-traordinaiy 
ci.I,cumstanccs include those actions that ha e highly uncertain and potentially significant 
environmental effects or involve tmiquc or unknown environmental risks. 15 0 

But because MMS personnel were appare 1tly reluctant to conclude that s ch extraordinary 
ci.I·cumstances were prese 1t, the rule in practice in the Gulf of Mexico was the catego1ical 
e,ycJusion-rathcr than the c.xce:ption to that exclusion. MMS staff have reported that 
casing coordinators and managers discow·agcd them from reaching conclusions about 

potential environmental impacts that would increase the burden on lessees, "th s 
causing wmecessaiy delays for operators." The Safety Oversight Boal'd also noted that 

"[s)ome [MMSJ enviromnental staff also reported that environmental assessme 1ts for 
smaller operators may be minimized if the [Regional Office of Field Operations) manager 
determines that implementing the recommendation may be too costly." 151 

With regai·d to NEPA specifically, some MMS managers reportedly "changed or minimized 
the [MMS) scientists' potential environmental impact findings in [NEPA) documents to 
c..xpedite plan approvals." According to several MMS enviro 1IUental scientists, "their 
managers believed the result of NEPA evaluations should always be a 'green light' to 
proceed." In some cases, there may also ha e been built-in employee financial incentives 
that "distort[ed) balanced decision-making" to the e.'\.-tmt that "[c)mployec performance 

plaI1S and monetaiy awards [were) . . . based on meeting deadlines for leasing or 
de elopment approvals ." 15

-

Finally, just as a matter of sheer practicality, personnel plainly lacked the substantial 
resources that would ha e been required to engage in meailingful PA review in light of 
the cxtraordiruuy CA-pansion of leasing activity in the Gulf. There were literally hundreds 
of exploration, development, and production plans, as well as individual permit drilling 

applications to be processed. o President ever sought for MMS the le cl of resow-ces that 
would have been required to prepare individual assessments concerning whether each of 
those activities required an environmental impact statement, kt alone such a statement for 

those that did. or did Congress. It should be no sw-p1ise w1dcr such circwnstances that a 
culture of complacency with regard to NEPA developed within MMS, notwithstanding the 

best intentions of many environmental scientists. 

The Macondo Well 
The gap between the protections promised by envir011IUental statutes and regulations and 
actual practice is fully illush·atcd in the review and permitting of the Macondo well itself. 

engaged in no NEPA review of the well' s permitting, and neither MMS nor other 

federal agencies gave significant attention to the environmental mai1dates of other federal 
laws. 

EPA. MMS performed no meallingful NEPA review of the potentially significant ad erse 
environmental consequences associated with its permitting for drilling of BP's exploratory 

acondo well. MMS catcgo1ically excluded from mviro nncntal impact review BP's initial 
and revised exploration plans-even though the exploration plan could ha e qualified for 
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an "c}..iraordinary circumstances" exception to such exclusion, in light of the abw1dant 

deep-sea life in that geographic arc.a and the biological and geological complexity of that 
same area. 53 MMS similarly categorically excluded from any NEPA review the multiple 
applications for drilling permits and modification of drilling permits associated with the 
Macondo well. The justification for these exclusions was that MMS had alre.ady cond ctcd 
NEPA reviews for both the Five-Year Program and the Lease Sale that applied to the 
Macondo well. The flaw in that agency logic is that both those prior EPA reviews were 
conducted on a broad programmatic basis, covering huge cJ\.-panses of leased areas of which 
the Ma.condo well was a relati ely incidmtal part. cithc1~ moreover, included a "worst 
case analysis" because the President4s Council on Environmental OJJ.ality had eliminated the 
requirement for such analysis wider EPA for all federal agencies in 1986. 154 As a result, 

none of those prior programmatic reviews carefully considered site-specific factors relevant 
to the risks presented by the drilling of the Ma.condo well. 

Fishery conservation and management. Under the Mag mson-Stcvens Fishe1y 
Conservation and Managemmt Act, federal agencies must consult with OAA on all 

activities (or proposed activities) autho1ized, funded, or undertaken by the agency that 
may adversely affect essential fish habitat. For the Gulf of Mexico, accordingly, OAA 
prepared a "programmatic" Essential Fish Habitat Consultation for the mtire Gulf. 55 To 

similar effect, MMS complied with the Magn son-Stevens consultation requirement by 
preparing Esse 1tial Fish Habitat Assessments that looked at offshore oil and gas leasing 

activities in the Gulf broadly. 56 either OAA 1or considered the possible adverse 
impacts of any one well, such as the Macondo well, in isolation. or wo d it have been 
practical for them to do so in light of their understandable focus on possible cumulative 
impacts on fish populations from many offshore leasing activities. What is more telling, 
howcve1~ is that to the e.'\.ient that the MMS Assessment identified potential threats to 
essential fish habitat and marine fishery resources from oil spills, both OAA and MMS 
ultimately relied exclusively on conservation measw-cs included in oil-spill response plans 

prepared by the oil and gas indushy pursuant to the Oil :Eull ti.on Act of 990 to address 
those threats. 15 For the Macondo well, both agencies assumed that BP's plan would 
adequately address those threats and therefore there was no need to seek to do so direct y 
through the Magnuson-Stevens Act. There was, howeve1~ little reason to assume that 
those plans were in fact up to the task. 

oil Pollution Act of 1990 and oil Spill Response Plans. Under the Oil :Eullution Act of 
1990, ass pplemmted by a Presidential Executive Order, is responsible for oil-

spill planning and preparedness as well as select response activities for fixed and floating 
facilities engaged in CA-ploration, development, and production of liquid hydrocarbons 
and for certain oil pipelines. The agency requires all owners or operators of offshore 
oil-handling, storage, or tra.nspo1tation facilities to prepare Oil Spill Response Plans. 
MMS regulations detail the elements of the response plan (an emergency-response action 

plan, oil-spill response equipmc 1t invmto1y, oil-spill response contractual agreements, a 
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calculation of the worst-case discharge scenario, plan for dispersant use, in-situ bwning 
plan, and information regarding oil-spill response training and drills). 58 The emergency
response plan is supposed to be the core of the overall plan, and in turn is required to 
include information regarding the spill-response team; the types and characteristics of oil 
at the facilities; procedures for early dctectio 1 of a spill; and procedures to be followed in 
the case of a spill. 159 

But neither BP, in crafting its Oil Spill Response Plan for the Gulf of Mexico applicable 
to the Macondo well, nor MMS in approving it, evidenced serious attention to detail. 10 0 

For instance, the BP plan identified three different worst-case scenarios that ranged from 
28,033 to 250,000 barrels of oil discharge and used identical language to "analyze" 

the shoreline impacts under each sccnaiio. 0 1b the same effect, half of the "Resource 
Identification" appendix (five pages) to the BP Oil Spill Response Plan was copied from 

material on OAA websites, without any discernible effort to determine the applicability of 
that information to the Gulf of e.xico. As a result, the BP Oil Spill Response Plan descn'bed 
biological resources nonexistent in the Gulf-including sea lions, sea otters, a.11d walruses. 

Even more troubling, the MMS Gulf of e.xico Regional Office approved the BP pla.11 
without additional a.llalysis. There is little in that approval to suggest that BP and MMS 
ga e close scrutiny to the contents of the Oil Spill Response Plan. The Regional Office's 
routine practice was to review and approve oil-spill response plans within 30 days of their 
receipt. Absent any legal requirement to do so, the office did not distribute submitted plans 
to other federal agencies for review or comment, nor did it seek public review or comment. 

The inescapable conclusion is striking, and profoundly unsettling. otwithstanding 
statutory promises of layers of required environmental scrutiny-by EPA, the 
Magn son-Stevens Act, the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, and the Oil Pollution 
Act-and the pote 1tial application of some of the nation's toughest environmental 
restrictions-the Endangered Species Act and Clean ater Act-none of these laws resulted 
in sitc-s ecific review of the drilling operations of the Macondo well. The agency in 
chai·ge, MMS, lacked the resources and committed agency culture to do so, and none of 

the other federal agencies with relevant environmental eA"})ertise had adequate resources or 
sufficient statutory authority to make sure the resulting gap in attention to environmental 

protection concer is was filled." 

Federal oversight of oil and gas activities in the Gulf of Mexico---almost the only area 

where substantial amounts of drilling were taking place-took a ge 1erally minimalist 
approach in the years leading up to the Macondo ex-plosion. The national govennnmt 

failed to exercise the full scope of its power, grow1ded both in its role as owner of 
the nahu·al resow-ces to be developed and in its role as sovereign and responsible for 
ens 1ing the safety of drilling operations. Many aspects of national environmental law 
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were ignored, rest ting in less oversight than would have applied in other areas of the 
counhy. In addition, MMS lacked the resources and technical e,'--pertise, beginning with its 
leadership, to require rigorous standards of safety in the risky decpwater and had fallen 
behind other cow1hies in its ability to move beyond a presc1iption and inspection system 
to one that would be based on more sophisticated ris · analysis. 

In short, the safety risks had dramatically increased with the shift to the Gulf's 
deepwatcrs, but Presidents, members of Congress, and agency leadership had become 
preoccupied for decades with the enonnous re mucs generated by such drilling rather than 
focused on ensuring its safety. With the benefit of hindsight, the only question had become 
not whether an accident would happen, but whe 1. On April 20, 2010, that question was 
answered. 
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